
REGISTRATION & 
DISCLAIMER 2022

FIRST NAME, SURNAME:  .........................................................................................................................................

PHONE NUMBER: ..................................................  BIRTHDATE (dd.mm.jjjj):  ....................................................

E-MAIL ADRESS:.........................................................................................................................................................

DISCIPLINE:

AGE GROUP CATEGORY:

............................................................................... ...............................................................................

SNOWBOARD

Regular

Goofy

KIDS GIRLS & BOYS (up to and including 12 years - joint evaluation))

GROMS BOYS (from 13 up to incl. 17 years)

MEN (from 18 years)

GROMS GIRLS (from 13 up to incl. 17 years)

WOMEN (from 18 years)

FREESKI

I confirm, that I:
1. participate voluntarily at the CARINTHIA [SHRED] TOUR (CST) and that I won´t make any prison claims on any involved partner 

(organizer, union G-Tal / Nocky Mountain - Funsports, sponsors, media, resorts, mountain railways or toward third parties). 
The participation has a high risk of getting hurt or even facing death and I am fully aware of that fact.

2. maintain the required minimum distance (with regard to the currently valid and predescribed COVID-prevention measures) 
and this during the entire event.

3. wear a facemask on my own responsibility, especially during the waiting or standing times or  in the registration-, rental-, start- 
and finish-area, as well as at and on the chairlift or in the gondola..

4. agree that, in the event of a COVID infection, my data may be forwarded to the responsible authorities for contact tracking.
5. obey the instructions of the organization-crew and employees of the mountain railways.
6. ride through the contest area / snowpark and check all the possible danger zones, so that I know where they are.
7. agree with the fact that the union, organizer, the resort, mountain railways and sponsors can use any video-footage and 

images of me, which will be produced during the CST. They can use the clips and photos for unlimited time and for advertising 
future events.

8. agree to get a newsletter from the organizer, which I can deny at any time.
9. read and understood these terms of conditions and the disclaimer and I agree with its content.

To be filled in by the event organizer

starting number special  characteristics

Place, Date Signature
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